**Positive Behavior Support System**

**PBS**

- The positive behavior support system: design to increase positive environment; to increase learning gains and fortify self awareness which helps students achieve their goals.

**LEARN AND PRACTICE THE PBS EXPECTATIONS**

Cooperate
Act Responsibly
Treat all with respect
Show Pride

**Monthly PBS Sheets**

- Students and staff practice the expectations and are rewarded for following the expectations.
- There is also targeted behavior that is worked for an entire month. The targeted behaviors are routinely repeated during announcements.
- Immediate rewards are given in the form of stamps when the targeted behavior is exhibited. The stamps are worth points towards purchases from the warehouse/store.
- Teachers and all other staff members have stamps.

**PBS Sheets**

- The sheets are kept by the students.
- Once a month the sheets are counted during the student's lunch period.
- The next day the "PBS Warehouse" is open for students to "cash" in their stamps.
The PBS Store

- The store has items that cost from 3 stamps up to 300 stamps.
- Typically students earn up to 100 stamps a month.
- Stamped sheets can either be used each month or saved for later use.

Store Items

- Our Middle School Students like:
  - Sports equipment
  - CD players
  - Digital cameras
  - School supplies
  - Stationary
  - Toys
  - and many other items...

PLUS social activities such as Movie time, ice cream parties, dances...

Store Merchandise

- Merchandise may be purchased after counting stamps so the quantities of items needed are known.
- We had six lunch periods for which to purchase. We learned to restock for each lunch / store.
- The lunch periods with the sixth graders required the most merchandise.

A PBS Winner!


Another PBS Winner!


SWISS DATA

- Student behavior improved due to the implementation of the PBS system.
- Referrals in general went down.
- Now we want to reduce the number of referrals coming from individual classrooms and concerning individual students.